Media Release

JOOL Markets becomes a Climate Bonds Partner
Collaboration to mobilise Nordic corporates for green finance

OSLO/LONDON, 06/09/2018: Market leader in the Nordic corporate bond SEK30-200 million segment,
JOOL Markets (JOOL), just joined the Climate Bonds Partner Programme. JOOL is the first boutique
investment bank focussing on small and mid-sized enterprises (SME) from the Nordics to become a
Partner. JOOL is also the 6th CBI Partner from the region.
With offices in Bergen, Gothenburg, Helsinki, Oslo, and Stockholm, JOOL is deeply rooted in the
Nordic region and capital markets. JOOL has structured over 100 debt financings and numerous bond
listings with a diverse set of SMEs.
Climate Bonds has been working on developing green bonds markets across the Nordics for many
years, and together, the two organisations will work to develop more market breadth and depth.

Tom Olander, Chairman of JOOL Markets:
“We have been monitoring Climate Bonds Initiative’s engagement in our region for a few years now.
They have proven to be a great catalyst for market growth. With Nordic issuance now well
established, we believe it is time to take this to the next level. We’re looking forward to joining forces
with Climate Bonds and their Partners Network.”

Manuel Adamini, Head of Investor Engagement, Climate Bonds Initiative:
“Sweden has been a pioneer in Europe for many years now. It has been a source of innovation for
green debt, and the green ambition of issuers has been prominent. With deals now also coming out of
Finland, we are confident that the entire Nordic region is getting ready to push climate finance one
step further.
Climate Bonds has long believed that SMEs have enormous green debt issuance potential in many
countries. Our partnership with JOOL provides the opportunity to tap into this unique market,
expanding and diversifying corporate issuance and demonstrating the Nordic’s green finance
leadership in Europe.”
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Notes for Journalists
About Climate Bonds Initiative: The Climate Bonds Initiative is an investor-focused not-for-profit,
promoting large-scale investment in the low-carbon economy.
It undertakes advocacy and outreach to inform and stimulate the market, provides policy models and
government advice, market data and analysis and administers the Standards & Certification Scheme.
For more information, please visit www.climatebonds.net.
Climate Bonds Partners Program: Banks, institutional investors, private and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) and governments are eligible to join as Climate Bond Partners to help grow a
market of green and climate bonds.
Partners support investor and stakeholder outreach and education projects centred on growing robust
and sustainable green bond markets that contribute to climate action and low carbon investment.
Partners assist in developing initiatives to grow investment in climate finance solutions, participate in
different market development committees & help define policy agendas for sector, country & subnational green bond development programs.
A list of Partners is available here.
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Disclaimer: The information contained in this communication does not constitute investment advice in any form and the
Climate Bonds Initiative is not an investment adviser. Any reference to a financial organisation or debt instrument or
investment product is for information purposes only. Links to external websites are for information purposes only. The Climate
Bonds Initiative accepts no responsibility for content on external websites.
The Climate Bonds Initiative is not endorsing, recommending or advising on the financial merits or otherwise of any debt
instrument or investment product and no information within this communication should be taken as such, nor should any
information in this communication be relied upon in making any investment decision.
Certification under the Climate Bond Standard only reflects the climate attributes of the use of proceeds of a designated debt
instrument. It does not reflect the credit worthiness of the designated debt instrument, nor its compliance with national or
international laws. A decision to invest in anything is solely yours.
The Climate Bonds Initiative accepts no liability of any kind, for any investment an individual or organisation makes, nor for
any investment made by third parties on behalf of an individual or organisation, based in whole or in part on any information
contained within this, or any other Climate Bonds Initiative public communication.

